Abstract-In this paper, an automatic vision-guided micromanipulation approach to facilitate versatile deployment and portable setup is proposed. This paper is motivated by the importance of micromanipulation and the limitations in existing automation technology in micromanipulation. Despite significant advancements in micromanipulation techniques, there remain bottlenecks in integrating and adopting automation for this application. An underlying reason for the gaps is the difficulty in deploying and setting up such systems. To address this, we identified two important design requirements, namely, portability and versatility of the micromanipulation platform. A self-contained vision-guided approach requiring no complicated preparation or setup is proposed. This is achieved through an uncalibrated self-initializing workflow algorithm also capable of assisted targeting. The feasibility of the solution is demonstrated on a low-cost portable microscope camera and compact actuated microstages. Results suggest subpixel accuracy in localizing the tool tip during initialization steps. The self-focus mechanism could recover intentional blurring of the tip by autonomously manipulating it 95.3% closer to the focal plane. The average error in visual servo is less than a pixel with our depth compensation mechanism showing better maintaining of similarity score in tracking. Cell detection rate in a 1637-frame video stream is 97.7% with subpixels localization uncertainty. Our work addresses the gaps in existing automation technology in the application of robotic vision-guided micromanipulation and potentially contributes to the way cell manipulation is performed.
the micromanipulator on a portable microscope camera setup. Unlike existing systems, our proposed method does not require any tedious calibration or expensive setup making it mobile and low cost. This overcomes the constraints of traditional practices that confine automated cell manipulation to a laboratory setting. By extending the application beyond the laboratory environment, automated micromanipulation technology can be made more ubiquitous and expands readily to facilitate field study.
Index Terms-Cell manipulation, robot vision systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
A UTOMATION in micromanipulation has an important role in the advancement of cell manipulation. It contributed immensely toward the ease of operation, speed, accuracy, and repeatability in cell manipulation. With more elegant manipulation mechanisms [1] - [4] and intuitive interfaces [5] - [8] , micromanipulators are operated with greater ease. In addition, shorter operation time, higher precision, and better consistency can readily be achieved by robotic micromanipulators [9] . Such contributions enhance the execution of cell manipulation procedures in biomedical applications [10] , [11] and are also paramount to the advancement of our understanding in cell biology [12] - [14] .
In addition to the importance of micromanipulation, this paper is also motivated by the need for and the limitations of existing systems in cell manipulation applications. Fig. 1 is a graphical summary of the existing limitations of a typical micromanipulation process. The graphical illustration depicts a typical teleoperation of the micromanipulator by a user manually, and the existing challenges to be discussed.
Current practices depend largely on manual operation which limits the speed of operation, and more importantly, the reproducibility of the study. Existing commercial mechanical micromanipulators [15] - [17] are mainly operated manually despite some having semiautomatic features for programmed or stored positions. The teleoperation interface also requires hand-eye coordination and mental registration of the manipulator control with the visual information perceived by the user.
Although the state-of-the-art design in micromanipulator [1] - [7] has enabled enhanced performance in terms of speed and precision with relatively greater ease, the field of automation has not been fully leveraged for the applications of cell manipulation. Research efforts [18] - [26] , including our previous work [27] - [29] , to equip microscopic imaging and cell manipulation with visual robotic guidance have been proposed to address the needs for systematic, consistent, and efficient micromanipulation. However, there remain restrictions and challenges in incorporating automation for cell manipulation. An obvious reason for these restrictions is the difficulty in moving the system around and getting it ready for operation. A self-contained system that allows versatile deployment and portable setup is not available. Micromanipulation is often carried out using sophisticated setup exclusive to the laboratory environment [16] . Restricting the study to a laboratory condition limits the accessibility of the technology. Without a self-contained solution that is portable and deployable beyond laboratory, automatic solutions are less readily adopted for micromanipulation applications.
To solve the above problems, we identified two important design requirements, namely, versatility and portability. We argued that the source of the bottlenecks is the difficulty in preparing and moving such setups around for study. To tackle this underlying issue, a solution that incorporates an automatic micromanipulation while facilitating versatile deployment and portable setup is required.
The contribution of this paper is the development of an automatic vision-guided micromanipulation platform with versatile deployment and portable setup. This platform integrates previously developed self-initialization workflow algorithm and a unified track-servo framework that requires no calibration [28] , [29] . Here, our design goal is to develop a self-contained solution requiring no factory setup or calibration procedures for automated manipulation of tool tip to specimen. Demonstrating the integration of our automated modules seamlessly for deployment in portable setup, which has not been addressed previously, is discussed in this paper. This contribution will make the automation technology more ubiquitous in the field of micromanipulation.
The scope of this paper will be organized thematically. In Section II, we survey related work to understand the needs in the current practice and the gaps in existing solutions. This review of the related work allows us to conceptualize and present an overview of our solution in Section III. The algorithms that realized the automatic vision-guided micromanipulation system will be discussed in Section IV. In Section V, specifications of a versatile deployment and portable setup are presented. Finally, results on the performance of our developed system are discussed in Section VI before concluding by reiterating the significance of this paper and a brief remark on potential future work in Section VII.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The objective of this section is to survey the existing work relevant to the development of an automatic vision-guided micromanipulation. We start by defining the scope of our development in terms of the form of manipulation and the focus of our problem. We will review work related to visionguided micromanipulation to understand the limitations in existing development. Limitation in our previous work which leads to this current development will also be discussed in this section.
The scope of our development focuses on mechanical manipulation because of the relatively more generalizable design concept compared to the other manipulation mechanisms. However, there exist several forms of micromanipulation system in the literature. Apart from mechanical micromanipulators [30] - [32] , some other representative examples include magnetic microrobots [7] , [33] , [34] , optical tweezers [35] - [37] , and microfluidic chips [38] , [39] . Magnetic microrobots and optical tweezers may require technologies which are not easily deployable beyond the laboratory environment. While microfluidic chips have the potential to achieve high throughput processes, they may require application-specific designs. We will also limit our work to designing a solution for manipulating the position of tool tips that is usually a micropipette or microneedle. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that there are many other forms of microgripper. In fact, contact and gripping dynamics are subjects of great interest in micromanipulation [40] - [44] due to the unique phenomenon of dominance adhesion forces [45] .
There has been an extensive research effort in visionguided micromanipulation over the past decade. Pioneering work by Sun and Nelson [22] , [46] used the direct visual servo method for micromanipulation. This image-based visual servo uses image feature parameters to formulate the mapping of the error in the sensor space to that of the task space via an image Jacobian [47] . A later work by Wang et al. [48] demonstrated an automatic solution for microinjection of preloaded array of zebrafish embryo each with dimension of 0.6-1.2 mm.
Despite the promising development, most of the micromanipulation systems are still manually teleoperated as suggested in a comprehensive survey on micromanipulation strategies by Savia and Koivo [45] . It appears that the source of the gap stems from the challenges to incorporate or setup a system with full automation capability.
One such challenge is the registration between the manipulator and the imaging system. This form of registration aims to establish a relationship that maps one coordinate system to another. Registration of the manipulator joint coordinate system with the microscope image coordinate system is usually done through careful prior calibration of the systems [20] , [21] , [23] , [49] , [50] . This is common for robotic vision applications where mapping of coordinates between the sensor and image space to the actuator task space is important [51] , [52] .
For microinjection application, the described challenge is particularly critical as the insertion path must align precisely with the specimen in the imaging plane as pointed out by many researches [22] , [46] , [53] . This usually requires careful calibration or precise mounting of the manipulator relative to the microscope to ensure that the xy positioning plane of the manipulator is accurately in parallel with the imaging plane.
To complicate matters, the absence of depth perception and limited depth-of-view make manual focusing and maintaining planar motion extremely difficult [20] . Therefore, most work requires registration to be done in order to execute planar motion in the 3-D task space during automated micromanipulation.
System registration is challenging in micromanipulation because the microscope is mounted with a monocular camera. Calibration of the microscope camera through multiple views is not feasible making camera internal parameters and optical center location challenging to estimate. Mapping between the tool tip and the camera coordinate systems is typically obtained using 3-D calibration patterns [20] , [21] , [49] , [50] or the known kinematics of the manipulator [53] - [55] . The mapping is only consistent when the operation is done without changing the positional and optical properties of the setup. This restricts the deployment of system to the laboratory environment.
To work around the such restriction, Sun and Nelson [22] , [46] proposed a direct visual servo which uses the image feature parameters to represent the error signals. This is done using an image Jacobian which maps the task space to sensor space coordinates. The method also performs autofocusing using a template similarity-score-based method to position the needle in focus. Although it is not stated if the autofocus mechanism is integrated into the control scheme for maintaining the needle in the focal plane, it is mentioned that the injection pipette is lowered after switching among specimen before returning it to focus. This means that the tip must always be initialized from a given position hence suggesting that the autofocusing is not concurrent with the injection trajectories. Although initialization may be automated, it has to be done repetitively. This approach is valid with a laboratory microscope and micromanipulator with precise factory assembly between microscope and micromanipulator systems. As needle in focal plane is not done concurrently during manipulation, it may not be suitable for ad hoc deployment of micromanipulator where the manipulation and imaging plane are not necessarily parallel.
To provide a self-contained solution and avoid the need for calibration while maintaining focus on the fly, an uncalibrated method for concurrent compensation of planar misalignment during manipulation is developed [28] . This method unified the visual tracking and servo processes by using the template coordinates and similarity score of a region of interest (ROI) to feedback manipulation errors in 3-D space. The feasibility and ease of integration was demonstrated with an inverted microscope. Despite being equipped with an intuitive interface through an interactive display, users still need to locate and focus the tip manually.
To further enhance the automation workflow, a selfinitializing method is proposed [29] . This method, termed detect-focus-track-servo (DFTS), uses motion cue feature detection to localize an initial position of the needle tip within an ROI. A self-focusing process is subsequently performed to manipulate the needle in alignment with the focal plane. However, our previous work on vision-based control did not address the issue of automatic specimen localization.
Automatic localization of desired target on the specimen is an important provision toward the prospective development of an autonomous cell manipulation system. In addition, the selfcontained workflow has not been deployed on a portable setup.
Object localization and tracking are relevant for visionguided micromanipulation. They translate visual signal into meaningful spatial information for vision-based control. Objects to be localized include tool tips and specimens under the microscope. A recent work by Liu et al. [56] introduced a fully automated solution for locating the tool tip. In [27] , we demonstrated tracking on both micropipette and blastomere in embryo biopsy during preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) [10] , [11] . It is interesting to note a work by Wang et al. [57] that visually servoed a micropositioning system at 30 Hz for automatic locomotive feature extraction. These studies supported the feasibility of visual servo via tracking.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE DESIGN CONCEPT

A. Conceptualization and Specification
Limitations discussed in the survey of existing works suggested that there is a need to make an automatic micromanipulation technology more ubiquitous and readily available. As identified, the source of the bottlenecks is the difficulty in moving such systems around and preparing it for operation. To provide a holistic solution for these identified needs, versatility of deployment and portability of setup are identified as the two important design requirements. This means that the setting up process should not involve any exclusive factory assembly or tedious calibration procedures while facilitating a seamless automated workflow.
From the specified requirements, the design goal is to develop a solution that enables mobile setting up of the micromanipulation platform beyond the laboratory environment. Therefore, our proposed approach incorporates an automatic vision-guided micromanipulation solution that is portable and versatilely deployable. This is done through a self-initializing algorithm and an uncalibrated vision-based approach featured in [28] , [29] . In this paper, we further expand the approach to include assisted targeting. The solution is designed to be self-contained making it mobile and easy to deploy outside the laboratory environment.
The concept of our solution comprises an operation workflow and the appropriate system components to facilitate an automatic vision-guided manipulation. These components, including the modular DFTS and cell detection algorithm are introduced in the subsequent two sections.
B. Operation Workflow
The workflow algorithm consists of three sequential procedures including: 1) self-initialization; 2) vision-guided manipulation; and 3) assisted targeting. These procedures, illustrated in Fig. 2 , reflect the operational specifications of our design concept in developing an automatic vision-guided micromanipulation platform. This approach is adaptable and scalable, which facilitates portable setup and versatile deployment. Workflow of automatic vision-guided micromanipulation. Selfinitialization and vision guidance are based on the DFTS Algorithm [29] .
This section introduces the procedural concepts leaving details of the algorithms to be discussed in Section IV.
During self-initialization, the system detects and localizes the tip of the tool. This is done by establishing an ROI which indicates the location and a rectangular boundary of the tip. The needle tip in the ROI is brought into focus using a selffocus manipulation technique proposed in [29] . This initialized ROI serves as the template to be matched with in subsequent frames during microscope imaging.
Once the location of the tip is available through template tracking, the next step is to control the manipulation path based on visual feedback of the tip's location. This step integrates an algorithm proposed in our previous uncalibrated approach for vision-guided micromanipulator [28] . To facilitate an uncalibrated operation, an image-based visual servo approach is used. Error signal is represented in the image feature parameters. The unique feature of this approach is that it also controls the distance of the tool tip from the focal plane while executing trajectory in 3-D space. This is done by taking the similarity score of the template matching results as a feedback signal for maintaining motion within the focal plane.
Finally, assisted targeting of cell specimen is carried out to complete the automated workflow. Hough transform is used to identify and localize a particular cell intended to be reached by the tip. By identifying and localizing the cell, subsequent path planning or assisted cell targeting can be implemented accordingly. The feasibility of this concept is demonstrated for the application of embryo extraction [27] .
C. System Component
The system architecture comprises three modular components, namely, the micromanipulation mechanism, microscope imaging system, and an interactive control interface. These components represent an overview concept of the essential modules for the implementation shown in Fig. 3 . This section outlines the modular components leaving the precise technical specifications to be discussed in Section V.
The micromanipulation mechanism consists of three actuated microstages configured to form a Cartesian robot. This configuration facilitates easy assembly and portability. With a simple and generalizable design, the mechanism can be readily deployed with the previously introduced workflow to work alongside any existing microscope system, including a portable one, with minimal preparation work involved.
In our proposed solution, the microscope imaging system is a portable digital microscope camera. This allows mobile onsite examination of specimens outside the laboratory. Digital image acquisition can also be made more ubiquitous by using a camera with USB compliant interface.
An intuitive user interface is designed to translate the user's intention to manipulator motion. This includes an interactive display of the microscope view, which allows the user to select entities or specify path directly on the displayed view itself. Unlike conventional telecontrol interface, this interactive display approach makes manipulation intuitive as the user does not have to mentally coordinates the respective axis of control with the eventual motion in the task space. In addition, there is no issue with depth perception as the depth compensation mechanism in the workflow algorithm takes care of planar misalignment in the tip motion. Details of this workflow mechanism are discussed in the next section.
IV. AUTOMATIC VISION-GUIDED MICROMANIPULATION
At the heart of our proposed solution lies the concept of an automatic vision-guided micromanipulation platform. It is built upon three important cornerstones to achieve a self-contained solution that is portable and easy to deploy. The following sections will discuss these three components, namely, the: 1) self-initializing workflow; 2) vision-guided manipulation; and 3) assisted targeting.
A. Self-Initializing Workflow
Self-initialization enables the tool tip to be automatically detected, localized, and focused. This eliminates the need for tedious locating and focusing of tool tip manually. A featurebased approach and a regional-histogram-variance-maximizing scheme are used to detect localize and self-focus the tip, respectively.
1) Detect Localize:
The detect-localize step uses a motioncue corner detection approach to detect and localize the tool tip. The objective is to localize the tip for subsequent specification of an ROI. This is done by actively moving the tip to create a change in its position. Image subtraction is performed on temporally adjacent frames. The resulting difference image is subsequently processed for corner detection. The tip is localized by the image coordinates of the strongest corner. There is no significant difference in the choice of corner detector. Harris corner detector [58] is used in this paper for its popularity and moderate computation requirement relative to existing algorithms in the literature. In this algorithm, the strength of a corner is represented using the feature response
where λ 1 and λ 2 are the eigenvalues for the covariance of the sum of squared difference (SSD)
of patch I centered on (p, q) and itself when shifted by (x, y). The parameter k is a tunable value controlling the sensitivity of the response function. Harris and Stephens [58] further used the structure tensor S of the SSD to define an inspired feature response function to avoid the need for tedious eigenvalues computation. Hence, we can locate the tip in the difference image based on the strongest response of the inspired expression written as
It is essential that the corner detection is done in the domain of the difference image. As discussed in the workflow, the detect-localize step is done before focusing. Because we are dealing with unfocused tool tip, it is not feasible to use conventional passive corner detectors that do not work well for blurred images. Unlike pure feature-based detection which relies mainly on sharp intensity changes in image space indiscriminately, we use active motion cue to amplify the specific object of interest. This way corner detection is done selectively on the enhanced tool tip as the static background is suppressed by image subtraction.
In addition, doing feature extraction in the domain of the difference image allows detection of the tool tip without the need for high level feature recognition and computationally expensive segmentation. The removal of irrelevant static background features through a simple image subtraction operation offers a convenient yet robust means to enhance the tool tip as the most prominent corner. Based on our observation, salt and pepper noise, which might affect the detection outcome, can be easily removed using a constant intensity threshold value.
2) Self-Focusing: A regional histogram-based method is used to focus a specific ROI once detection of the tool tip is done using the motion-cue detection. This step is termed selffocusing to distinguish it from the usual autofocus mechanism, which adjusts the lens. The rationale of self-focusing is not to focus the scene by moving the lens. It is about bringing the manipulated object, which is the tool tip in this case, to focus. This does not change the entire scene. Current practices involve user moving the tool tip while the focused specimen remaining stationary. Our proposed self-focusing method automatically brings the tool tip into focus. A histogram-based variance maximizing approach is used to realize an online self-focusing mechanism. This is done in a gradient ascending fashion to maximize variance σ hist for histogram H ROI associated with the ROI by updating the tool tip position as described in Table I .
Like many other histogram-based methods applied in microscopy [59] , this method does not require any active signal source or additional sensors making it easy to deploy and suitable for portable platforms. In addition, the approach can be readily generalized to applications that uses different focus functions [60] to self-focus tool tip. In our implementation, we assume that focus occur at maximum variance σ hist of the histogram H ROI [61] . As in the case of many histogram-based approaches, this method is unsuitable for moving scene but works satisfactorily for an initial self-focusing step. To realize vision-guided manipulation, a similarity-score-based approach is implemented to maintain the focus of the tip during manipulation as will be discussed in the next section.
B. Vision-Guided Manipulation
To achieve vision-guided manipulation without prior calibration, the system need to control the tool tip with feedback signal in the imaging domain. This includes tracking of the ROI representing the tool tip. In addition, the similarity-scorebased depth compensation is required to maintain the 3-DOF motion of the tool tip within the focal plane which is not assumed to be in alignment with the xy plane of the manipulator. As our development goal is to deploy portable setup without calibration, the image-robot coordinate transformation is not assumed to be known.
1) Tracking of Region of Interest:
The ROI specified during the self-initializing phase is registered as a template for tracking during vision-guided manipulation. Based on a score w computed from the normalized cross correlation of the template g with a patch f in subsequent imaging frames, a matching patch is then selected as the updated position.
The cross correlation w cc (u, v) at image coordinates (u, v) of a template patch g( p, q) and the image f ( p, q) is expressed as for a P × Q patch and U × V image. To further account for the sensitivity of cross correlation index due to intensity variation, (4) is reexpressed as the normalized cross correlation coefficient w
where
. Notationḡ andf represent the mean intensity value in the template and the overlapping region, respectively. Apart from tracking of the relevant ROI, the score also functions as a source of depth compensation in our visionguided manipulation. With the newly introduced w, the sensor coordinates can now be written as (u, v, w) where u and v are spatial coordinates of the pixel, while w is an intensityderived coordinate represented by the similarity score between the template and the overlapping region. The next section will describe how the similarity score is used to compensate for motion that went out of focal plane.
2) Similarity-Score-Based Depth Compensation: To solve the problem of tool tip moving out of the focal plane during the manipulation, our vision-guided control uses the similarity score to compensate the depth of the tip so as to keep it in focus. This is done in an online manner where the z-axis of the manipulator compensates for the deviation from focal plane concurrently with the x-y motion that manipulates the tip to its target. Our method avoids tedious calibration by coordinating the joints to maintain planar manipulation.
The goal is to maximize the similarity score while actuating the manipulator joints assuming that the similarity between the template and a detected patch is at maximum when in focus. Similar assumption has been used in existing system [22] , [46] for focusing tool tip done as a separated independent step from visual servo. In our method, the z position of the manipulator is adjusted online in a gradient ascending fashion during manipulation to maximize the score. As shown in the pseudocode of Table II, the tool tip will be adjusted in the z-direction by z such that the change in score w converges to a preset tolerance tol. The presented algorithm adopts a simple but practical approach for online depth compensation in 2-D microscopy. The autofocusing problem with anterior-posterior ambiguity is spontaneously resolved by the gradient ascending update. Furthermore, this approach can be implemented on uncalibrated systems as it circumvents the need for depth recovery issues, which are nontrivial in the case of a fixed 2-D microscope camera [54] , [62] . For this reason, the approach is generalizable for any general micromanipulation system. In addition, the adjustment mechanism is stable due to the diminishing rate of change in the similarity score when the tip moves away from the focal plane as demonstrated in [28] .
3) Visual Servoing With Depth Control: Our system executes 3-D trajectories using information associated with the image coordinates and intensity values of 2-D microscopy. This vision-guided servoing is realized through the combination of the methods discussed in the previous two sections. The key concept is to formulate a meaningful error signal in the image domain. By obtaining the image coordinates and similarity score of the ROI, the error signal can be expressed as [ u, v, w] . The working mechanism of this vision-guided motion control scheme is illustrated by the flow diagram in Fig. 4 .
The feedback mechanism allows easy decoupling of the Cartesian axis of control. Error signal from the image coordinates [ u, v] of the tracked ROI is used to update joint input for x-and y-axis of the manipulator based on specific function x( u) and y( v), respectively. For generality, we update the x-and y-joint inputs using a simple proportional gain. Joint input for z-axis is updated using the error signal from the similarity score, w of the tracked ROI. The input z(sgn( w)) is computed per the gradient ascending algorithm as describe in Section IV-B2.
Our proposed visual servo with depth compensation of the tip not only avoid the problems of complicated calibration and tedious precision mount, but also facilitates intuitive manipulation of the tool tip without the user having to worry about depth perception as this is automatically dealt with by the depth compensation feature of our method.
C. Assisted Targeting
To further streamline the automation workflow of the vision-guided micromanipulation process, an assisted targeting mechanism is incorporated. This locates the cell and brings the needle tip toward it. Essentially, this procedure consists of detecting and localizing the cell specimen as the target such that a path can be planned for the manipulation of the tool tip.
In this paper, a cell specimen is detected and localized using the circle Hough transformation [63] . Localization of circular embryonic specimen with this approach is discussed in [27] . In essence, this approach maps the Cartesian coordinates of candidate points extracted from Canny Edge detection [64] to their respective loci in the Hough space. The parameters of the circle, including its location, are subsequently identified based on overlapping counts of the loci.
The Hough space parameters are the radius of a circle and the coordinates of its center. Hence, for a cell specimen that is in the image, we can write the square of its nominal radius
where (u, v) and (x cell , y cell ) are the image coordinates of candidate points and the image coordinates of the cell center, respectively. By plotting all the possible values of (x cell , y cell , R cell ) associated with a particular candidate point (u, v), a conical surface locus can be formed. The Hough space is then discretized with voxels containing the number of counts they coincides with the loci. The voxel with the highest count will have its coordinates (x cell , y cell , R cell ) corresponding to the parameters of the circular cell. While the cell that is closest to the tool is selected in our previous study for embryo biopsy, current study will use a single-cell specimen for demonstration.
V. VERSATILE DEPLOYMENT AND PORTABLE SETUP
In this section, we demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solution through a low-cost portable setup consisting of the essential components described in the system architecture under Section III-C. The physical setup of the portable micromanipulation system is shown in Fig. 5 . It consists of a workflow algorithm that allows versatile deployment and small footprint system components for portable setup.
The proposed solution is designed for versatile deployment and portable setup. This is realized through the uncalibrated self-initializing capability of the system. The uncalibrated nature of the workflow algorithm means that there is no need for precise factory assembly or careful prior calibration of the microscope and the micromanipulator. In addition, the selfinitializing capability automatically localize and position the tool tip to be ready for tracking and visual servoing. This avoids the need for tedious manual locating or focusing of the tool tip.
We implemented motion control through an actuated threeaxis Cartesian manipulator. This configuration can be readily deployed anywhere without any constraint or requirement in the relative position of the micromanipulator and the microscope. Each axis of control (8MT173; Standa Ltd., Lithuania) has a resolution of 1.25 μm per step. A finer resolution of 5 nm can be further achieved through microstepping with the multiaxis controller (8SMC4; Standa Ltd., Lithuania). This modular controller interfaces with a host computer through USB. The workspace of manipulation is 20 × 20 × 20 mm 3 .
Microscope imaging is carried out using a USB digital camera (AM7013MZT Dino-Lite, AnMo Corp., Taiwan). This is a portable digital USB microscope camera with a five-megapixel CMOS image sensor. The magnification ranges from 20× to 50× continuously and a separate option for 200×. External illumination is not required as the portable microscope has built-in LED light source with adjustable polarizer.
The user interface is an interactive display with virtual panels for specifying the operation setting depending on the user's requirements. Fig. 6 shows the user interface. The controls and setting on the virtual panels are designed primarily for adjustment of settings in image analysis and motion control. Tool can be intuitively manipulated by the user using mouse cursor to specify directly on the microscope view display manually or together with the assisted targeting feature. The developed system can be readily set up with a general-purpose computer as the time-critical motion control loop is executed in the dedicated but compact 8SMC4 motion controller. In our setup, a 64-b Windows 7 platform is used to host the user interface. The user interface and control applications are developed in LabVIEW Development Suite (National Instruments Inc., USA). Different resources of the multicore processor (Intel Core i5 2.5 GHz) is assigned to process image acquisition, image processing, and control modules in a modular design.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the experimental results of our proposed solution using the developed versatile and portable platform. The discussion covers quantitative evaluation of the various components and a demonstration of the operational feasibility in automated manipulation using our system. The former includes evaluation of the: 1) detection of tool tip; 2) self-focus capability; 3) track-servo mechanism; and 4) assisted targeting of detected cell.
A. Performance Evaluation 1) Detection of Tip:
Performance of the detection algorithm can be evaluated by comparing the accuracy of tip localization along a known path. Fig. 7 is a composite image overlaid with the various tip positions illustrating its motion. The perpendicular distance from the tracked position to the desired path is the geometric error.
The mean error of the 133 tracked frames is 0.421 pixels with a standard deviation of 0.384 pixels. The error distribution over the 133 frames is shown in Fig. 8 . We also observed errors decreasing as the motion reaches constant velocity. In practice, only the final location is relevant during the initialization phase. Hence, these results are conservative estimations of the uncertainty.
2) Focus of ROI:
The tool tip is brought to focus from an intentionally blurred position to demonstrate the selffocusing mechanism. First, we manually bring the tip to focus and set the z position as the origin (i.e., Z = 0) as shown in Fig. 9(a) . Subsequently, intentional blurring of the tip is carried out by moving the tip away from the focal plane by 1000 steps (i.e., moving manipulator such that Z = −1000 steps) as shown in Fig. 9(b) . This means that the tip is approximately 1250 μm away from the focal plane as each of the actuation step is 1.25 μm. Finally, the error in self-focusing is recorded as the difference in the z position between the self-focused tip and the ideal focus. The results are presented in Fig. 10 . Self-focusing is carried out at a speed The mean absolute error of self-focusing in eight trials is 58.59 μm (=46.875 steps) with values ranging from 30 to 142.5 μm (=24 steps to 114 steps). This is about 95.3% closer to the focal plane. An average of 12 iterations were required to reach convergence in the eight trials. This results are comparable to the study carried out on a commercial inverted microscope system (Leica DMi8; Leica Microsystems GmbH, Germany) previously [29] . Based on visual inspection, all eight trials achieve focus with no observable difference in sharpness.
3) Track Servo of Tool Tip: We evaluate the track-servo mechanism by executing known paths using the system. Fig. 11 shows the path taken by the tool tip. Two trials, Trial I and Trial II, were carried out where each trial executes four straight line path segments to form a square path of 1490 frames and 1420 frames, as illustrated in Fig. 11(a) and (b), respectively. The solid lines are desired path, while the color-coded data points are the actual path taken by the tool tip recording in image coordinates. Trial II was carried out with the motion of z-axis suspend to observe the outcome of visual servo without the score-based depth compensation.
Similar to the evaluation of the detection mechanism for localization, the perpendicular distance, in pixel, from the tracked position to the desired path is the geometric error of the location. The root-mean-square (rms) error of the straight line executions (speed ≈ 125 μm/s) are (0.95, 0.59, 0.72, 0.81) and (0.58, 0.77, 0.76, 0.85) for Trial I and II, respectively. The difference between the rms errors with and without depth compensation is less than 0.5 pixel and they consistently achieved accuracy in the order of subpixel. Each pixel represents a 12.5 μm by 12.5 μm square in world space.
To demonstrate the effect of the score-based depth compensation, the similarity score profiles of Trials I and II are compared in Fig. 12 . Because initialization may start with ROI of different scores, the computed scores are normalized by their initial values and plotted against their frame number. The blue and red dots in Fig. 12 represent the normalized scores of Trial I and Trial II, respectively. Surface plots based Similarity score comparison between execution using our proposed mechanism (Trial I) and that with score-based depth compensation disabled (Trial II). Blue dots and red dots represent scores of Trial I and II, respectively.
on C1 continuity interpolation of the data points from the square paths are generated for intuitive visualization of the comparison over the workspace as shown in Fig. 13 .
To further visualize the effect of the depth compensation mechanism on the improvement in tracking score, we generate the surface plot of the relative improvement in score and superimposed it on the executed square path in the workspace as shown in Fig. 14 . It can be observed that visual servo with depth compensation generally maintained a score higher than that without depth control.
From the observation, we can infer that the similarity-scorebased depth compensation maintains the tool tip closest to the focal plane. With the implementation of the depth compensation, relative fall in score reduced to 0.61%. Without any depth compensation, the nominal drop in similarity score would have been 1.02%. This suggests that the method effectively control the depth without the need for tedious microscopemicromanipulator calibration.
4) Assisted Targeting of Detected Cell:
To assess the uncertainty in cell detection, the process was carried out on a video stream while the cell is stationary. In this paper, prawn eggs ranging from 400 to 600 μm in diameter were used as the targeted specimen. The estimated location of its center (x cell , y cell ) and radius R cell are recorded. The standard deviations of x cell , y cell , and R cell are tabulated as δx, δy, and δr , respectively, in Table III . This indicates the uncertainty of the estimation. In this trial, it is observed that the detection rate is about 97.7% (1599 of 1637 tracked frames). The processing is done at 30 frames/s.
B. Feasibility Demonstration
The proposed workflow algorithm and portable setup is demonstrated in the attached Media. In the video, an originally blurred tip is brought to focus by the motion-cue detection and ROI-specific self-focusing. At the same time, the cell is detected as the target. Subsequently, the manipulator executes the required path to bring the needle tip toward the target using the track-servo framework. The vision-guided manipulation is carried out at a speed of 125 μm/s. This can be readily increased to be comparable to manual manipulators and automated robotics systems for cell manipulation tasks [14] , [26] .
VII. CONCLUSION
An automatic vision-guided approach is proposed to facilitate versatile deployment and portable setup. Our approach enables mobile and low-cost design as it does not require any tedious calibration or specialized equipment. We demonstrated the feasibility of the development on a portable USB microscope system based on quantitative data and evaluation. The imaging system can be versatilely deployed with an arbitrary fixation because the self-initialization and unified track-servo framework can automatically localize and focus the tool tip subsequently executing 3-D trajectory to manipulate the tool to an automatically detected target. Our developed platform overcomes the limitations of traditional practices confined in a laboratory environment. By extending the applications beyond the laboratory environment, micromanipulation technology can be made more ubiquitous and available for on-site cell study hence positively impacting the way cell study is being performed.
The experiment used prawn eggs to mimic prospective specimen for feasibility test. More application-specific and realistic experiments will be carried out in the future work. One potential application is in PGD typically working with embryo of size 100-200 μm [65] .
Future work will involve improving the level of autonomy in the vision-guided micromanipulation including more robust self-focusing and localization of the tool tip, and a deeper investigation of the target assisting method. Current work uses gradient ascending method to maximize the variance of the histogram for self-focusing. Like any other iterative methods, the result of the focus function depends on the initial z position of the tool tip. Algorithms that are independent of initial conditions and circumvent local minimum should be considered. Deformation during tool-specimen interaction is another interesting area which we are investigating to ensure robust localization and uninterrupted tracking of the tool tip [66] . We have demonstrated assisted targeting with prawn cells, which are elliptical. However, cells with different shapes might not be detectable using our current algorithm as it is optimized for circular shape. Detecting different shapes of cells will be in our scope of interest for future work as well.
